Recently Added Articles and Latest Developments

Links from this “What’s New” corner go to new articles added to the site. Workshops / Schedules. Do search on “advanced,” up in the top right hand corner of page or scroll down to find Advanced STS Workshops in a variety of locations. Contact our headquarters, info@SimplyTheStory.org.

Visit the Official STS YouTube Channel

Com come back regularly for something new!

Listen to the Heart Pocket Podcast -

Or

Visit Heart Pocket Podcast on iTunes -

Videos:

Possessed Man in Synagogue 01/31/2018

Click on Articles Below:

2021 P & P #1 "Uncertain World, Certain God" 02/09/2021
What's New

2020 P & P #6 "Glory and Thanks to The Lord" 12/12/2020

2020 P & P #5 "What is Fun, Goes Far and Wide?" 10/11/2020

2020 P & P #4 "Progress & Adjustments" 08/09/2020

2020 P & P #3 “STS – Keeping Special” 06/04/2020

2020 P & P #2 "Moving Online & Focused Upward" 04/08/2020

2020 P & P #1 "Latin America" 02/12/2020

2019 P & P #6 "Stay the Course" 12/09/2019

2019 P & P #5 "Heresy to Accuracy" 10/28/2019

2019 P & P #4 "Leadership Development and More" 08/06/2019

2019 P & P #3 "STS Oral Bible Schools & Developing Leaders" 06/05/2019

2019 P & P #2 "Refugee Camps and Follow the Backpack?" 04/01/2019
Latest Developments

1. **STS Oral Bible Schools in Africa, First Graduation**
   Gifts of donors (God’s bounty!) supplied 12 graduates AND all 120 students with solar-powered audio-players. These players include the complete **English Bible Handbook**, each with a chronological list of 296 stories.

2. **PAT now available on solar players and CDs** in Nepali, English, Kannada, Swahili and French.

3. **Swahili Story Examples** Now available for download from site.

4. **New Evening OBS** The evening classes are a unique adaptation of OBS for people in the work place. The students meet from 5 PM to 8 PM, 5 days per week. The classes follow a unique method of learning – one story at each meeting. So far, the students in the classes now in session are learning five new stories each week!